Smart Swim™ is a head-up display for swimmers providing workout status and training information in real-time, enabling uninterrupted swimming activities. It is the world’s first advanced and fully enabled AR Smart Swim device that attaches to your favorite swim goggles. Go beyond a lap counter/timer with the Vuzix Smart Swim glasses.
SMART SWIM

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTICS
- Vibrant Full-Color Display

SYSTEM
- Android Operating System

BATTERY
- Up to (7+ hours)

CONTROLS
- 4-Button User Interface

AUDIO
- Bluetooth

CONNECTIVITY
- USB 2.0 Micro-B
- Wi-Fi 2.4GHz 802.11b/g/n
- Bluetooth 4.0 EDR/BLE

INTEGRATED 3DOF HEAD TRACKER
- 3-axis accelerometer
- 3-axis gyroscope
- 3-axis magnetometer

GPS
- GPS

Features two training modes optimized for indoor swimming or open water, as well as apps for entertainment.

SMART SWIM™ – LAP (POOL) TRAINER
- Displays Elapsed Time
- Coach to Swimmer Connection
- Records Workouts
- Provides Set-Distance Details
- Displays Lap Timer
- Download and Preview Workouts

SMART SWIM™ – OPEN WATER TRAINER
- Displays Elapsed Time
- Coach to Swimmer Connection
- Records Workouts
- Displays Compass Heading
- Displays Current Pace
- Displays Total Yardage
- Provides Distance Information
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